ABSTRACT Empirical policy analysis can often contribute information relevant to public pohcy-making that affects different kinds of social integration. Policy analyses concerning social integration in a variety of settings face common analytical issues and potential statistical problems. As an example of this type of empirical analysis, this paper uses survey and census data from the Detroit metropolitan area to analyze the effect of neighborhood racial composition on residents' satisfaction with their neighborhoods.
Introduction
Either by design or by accident, many types of public policies affect the degree of integration of different socio-demographic groups in different settings. Probably the most salient examples in the United States today concern racial integration of schools and housing. Some policy proposals seek to directly use governmental authority to manipulate the social context. For example, proposals for inter-school busing of school children aim at changing the racial composition of schools. These complex policy problems involve a plethora of considerations not amenable to empirical analysis. Nonetheless, empirical policy analysis can often contribute relevant information to the policy debate. Although obfuscated by the emotion and controversy that frequently surround such policies, policies affecting social context pose common analytical issues for empirical analysis. This paper first discusses these underlying analytical issues, then turns to the potential statistical problems analysts may face, and finally presents an example of this type of empirical analysis.
Policy Analysis of Effects of Social Context on Individual-Level Outcome Variables
One general goal of public policy can be thought of as influencing characteristics of individual citizens that affect their quality of life. Such characteristics can span a diversity of objective and subjective variables, such as educational achievement, 0032-2687/80/0000 0000/$02. 25 9 1980 Elsevier Scientific Publishing Company Socio-demographic composition of neighborhood personal health, satisfaction with different aspects of one's life, and so on. Improvements on individual-level variables therefore constitute one set of the ultimate outputs of governmental intervention in the social system. To understand how public policy can effect improvements in these outcome variables, the policy analyst must ask what are the determinants of these variables, and which of the determinants governmental policy can influence, The determinants that governmental policy can influence are often contextual variables, as opposed to other individual-level variables. Whereas an individual-level variable is a characteristic of an individual person, a contextual variable is a characteristic of an individual's environment. For example, a person's race is an individual-level variable, but the racial composition of his neighborhood, or of the school he attends, is a contextual variable. Governmental policy cannot easily affect most individual-level socio-demographic variables, such as a person's race, but can affect their contextual analogues, such as the social context in which individuals live or attend school. Table 1 provides, for several individual-level outcome variables, examples of possible individual-level independent variables and their policy-relevant contextual analogues. In each example, any effects of the individual-level independent variable(s) are givens from the point of view of policy makers [l] , but effects of the contextual independent variables are potentially manipulable. To the school administrator, effects of students' socio-demographic backgrounds on educational achievement or likelihood of completing high schoo ! are unmanipulable constraints [2] ; in contrast, contextual effects offer potential avenues for influencing the outcome variable, since the administrator can change the socio-demographic composition of schools or classrooms. Similarly, the prison administrator must view as given whatever effect the criminal background of individual prisoners has on the probability of recidivism, but effects due to the type of fellow prisoners a prisoner interacts with are manipulable by prison policy. In short, public policy is often better able to influence contextual, rather than individual-level, determinants of individual-level outcome variables.
The policy importance of social context therefore stems from the greater efficacy of public policy to manipulate contextual variables, compared to individual-level variables, in order to improve an individual-level outcome variable. However, if social context does not affect the outcome variable in question, the ability to influence contextual variables offers little solace to the policy-maker. Therefore, an important task for policy analysis is to enlighten the policy debate about what effects contextual variables do exert, and which variables offer potentially efficacious means of affecting outcomes.
Policy research must investigate not only which contextual variables affect the outcome variables and the strength of those effects, but also the functional form of those effects. The functional form of the relationship between an outcome variable and a contextual determinant limits the degree that policy can have an overall beneficial effect by manipulating the contextual determinant. For example, assume that students' achievement levels decrease monotonically with the percent non-white enrollment in the students' schools, ceteris paribus. That is, for purposes of illustration, assume that regardless of a student's own race, the student will perform more poorly if he attends a school with a higher percentage of minority enrollment. Implementing a public policy for achieving greater racial integration would therefore tend to decrease the educational achievement of students originally attending lowminority schools, and increase the educational achievement of students originally attending high-minority schools, However, the degree that greater integration would decrease achievement of some students, compared to increasing achievement for other students, depends on the functional form of the relationship between achievement and minority enrollment. Figure I uses the above example to illustrate the policy importance of the functional form of a contextual variable's independent effect on an individual-level outcome variable. Three different hypothetical forms are shown for the relationship between the contextual variable (percent minority) and the outcome variable (educational achievement): fj has a negative second derivative; 1"2 is linear; and 1"3 has a positive second derivative. Each of these functions conforms to the assumption of a decreasing monotonic relationship, but their policy implications differ. Assume for simplicity that before a new integration policy is implemented complete segregation exists, and that after implementation complete integration exists in the sense that all schools have a percent minority enrollment equal to the overall percent for all schools, Iz. Before integration, expected educational achievement is either f(0) or f(100), and after integration, expected achievement is f~(#), f2(#), or f3(#), depending on whether f~, f2, or t"3 is the true function, lff~ is the true function, integration lowers achievement of students previously in all-white schools much less than if f3 is true.
Conversely, if f3 is the true function, integration raises achievement of students previously in all-minority schools much less than if fj is true. The effects of 1"2 are between fj and f~. The functional form of the relationship between an individual-level outcome variable and a contextual determinant clearly affects the relative beneficial and harmful consequences of particular policies.
One convenient, although arbitrary, criterion for comparing the relative beneficial and harmful consequences is the overall mean of the individual-level outcome variable. In the above example, expected achievement before integration for all schools is simply a weighted average of f(0) and f(100):
This is exactly f2(#); thus, if the true independent impact of the contextual variable is linear, manipulation of the social context through racial integration cannot change mean achievement for all students, although it will change the expected performance of students from differen't schools. On the other hand, under fl integration improves mean achievement, since fr(#) is greater than f2(g), and under f3 integration decreases mean achievement. Obviously, estimated effects on overall mean achievement should not be the final arbiter for policies concerning complex social issues like school integration, but any information the policy analyst can supply about the relative harmful versus beneficial consequences of policy proposals increases the informational basis for a policy decision. Policy research must also consider whether the strength and functional form of a contextual variable's effect are the same for individuals from different sociodemographic groups. Interactions between contextual variables and the individual's s0cio-demographic characteristics can have great policy importance. For example. the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1967) concluded that school integration increases black students' achievement, but does not decrease achievement for white students attending classes having black compositions as high as about 50%. If that is true, school desegregation can potentially increase achievement for blacks without decreasing achievement for whites, yielding a Pareto improvement. In short, to provide useful information about the possible consequences of social integration for an outcome variable, policy research must investigate (1) which contextual variables affect the outcome variable, (2) the strength of those effects, (3) the functional form of those effects, and (4) whether those effects interact with the individual's sociodemographic characteristics.
Statistical Approaches to Estimating the Effects of Social Context
The ideal data for estimating the effects of social context on an individual-level outcome variable would be experimental data derived from a classic experimental design. The policy analyst would randomly assign subjects to dfferent "treatments" consisting of different types of social contexts. For example, a policy analyst interested in understanding how school racial composition affects achievement of black school children would randomly assign black students to schools with different racial compositions [3] . In reality, policy analysts can seldom implement experimental designs, especially concerning sensitive issues like social integration. Quasiexperimental longitudinal data may occasionally be available -for example, data on student achievement scores before and after integration. However, policy analysts will often have only non-experimental, cross-sectional data available for analyzing the effects of social context. Contextual analyses using these data face a number of common considerations and potential problems.
Estimating the separate effects of individual-level and contextual variables using non-experimental, cross-sectional data requires that analysts include the individuallevel and contextual variables explicitly in their statistical analyses. The analyses must be done using the individual as the case for analysis, appending the necessary contextual data to the individual-level data. For example, a student-level dataset might include data for the student's test score and demographic characteristics, as well as appended data on the demographic composition of the student's school or class, and perhaps variables concerning the educational approach used in the student's school or class. With such a dataset the analyst can attempt to estimate the independent effects of individual-level and contextual variables on the outcome variable. In contrast, an analysis of educational achievement that uses school-level or classroom-level data confounds effects of(l) the individual student's own social characteristics, and (2) the social characteristics of the school or class the student attends.
Estimating models that contain contextual variables can potentially encounter a number of statistical problems. These problems are not unique to contextual analysis, but rather are typical problems in multivariate analysis, especially in nonexperimental social research. These statistical problems are treated at length in the econometrics literature and are well understood. Those critics (e.g. Hauser, 1970 Hauser, , 1974 who have made general critiques of contextual analysis have over-emphasized the uniqueness and severity of the statistical obstacles. The potential contextual researcher should consult Boyd and Iversen (1979) or Hensler and Stipak (1979) for a more detailed discussion than presented below of theproblems of statistical inference in contextual analysis, and for suggestions about how to avoid or minimize those problems.
Probably the most serious statistical problems that can plague contextual analyses are specification errors and measurement errors. The objective of contextual analysis is to estimate the independent effects attributable to contextual variables or settings. The analytical task involves estimating the parameters of models of the form
where: Y = a dependent variable describing the individual; I = vector of independent variables describing the individual; C = vector of independent variables describing or identifying the context in which the individual is a member.
The susceptability of contextual analysis to statistical bias from specification or measurement errors stems from the strong correlations that typically exist between individual-level (I) and cgntextual (C) predictors. That is, in most applications in non-experimental social research the individuals are not randomly distributed across the contexts, but rather different contexts have members who differ on many individual characteristics. Indeed, the importance of social context results from this non-randomness, since if individuals of different socio-demographic characteristics were randomly distributed across contexts, no differences in social context would exist.
Because of the correlation that typically exists between individual-level and contextual variables, misspecifying the model by omitting relevant individual-level variables having an effect on the dependent variable will in general bias parameter estimates for the correlated contextual variables. Measurement error in the individual-level variables can similarly lead to biased parameter estimates for the contextual variables. For example, if an analyst wants to estimate the independent effect on a dependent variable attributable to the economic level of a person's neighborhood, the analyst must include independent variables for both the economic level of the neighborhood and the person's own economic level. Omission of the individual-level economic variable, or measurement error in that variable, can bias the coefficient estimate for the neighborhood variable [4] . For these reasons, contextual analysts should exercise care in specifying the individual-level component of a contextual model, and in minimizing measurement error.
Another potential statistical problem is simultaneity between the dependent variable and a contextual predictor. Hauser (1974, pp. 373 374) refers to this as selection on the dependent variable, and offers the example of low-income parents of gifted children choosing their residence to allow their children to attend the presumedly better schools serving higher-income families. Armor (1972, p. 112) similarly warns about the difficulty of causal inference when self-selection is present -such as families of higher-achieving students choosing to live in integrated neighborhoods -and argues that self-selection may account for the Coleman study's finding (Coleman et al., 1966, pp. 29, 331 ) that integrated black students had higher achievement than segregated students. This type of simultaneity can bias contextual parameter estimates. To illustrate using Hauser's example, estimating a singleequation model that regresses educational achievement on family income, a schoollevel income measure, and other predictors, could spuriously attribute effects to the contextual income measure that in reality result from the selection process.
To avoid misleading conclusions, contextual analysts must question how likely serious biases might result from simultaneity, specification errors, or measurement errors. To what extent might the outcome variable influence selection to contexts? How strong is the justification for the specification of the model? How reliable are the measures? Realistically, these statistical problems will always be present to some degree in non-experimental social research; therefore, if the analyst finds strong effects attributable to individual-level variables and only weak effects attributable to correlated contextual variables, he should view the estimated contextual effects with suspicion.
A practical question the contextual analyst must consider is how to represent the contextual variables in the models to be estimated. One approach is to append data for the values of the contextual variables to the individual-level data, and to include these quantitative measures explicitly as contextual variables in the model. A second approach is to estimate the net contextual effect for each context by including dummy variables representing each context [5] . The first approach offers the advantage of yielding estimates of the independent effects of each of the contextual variables, whereas the second approach confounds the contextual effects in single estimates of the net effect for each context. If there is more than one contextual variable on which the contexts differ, then the dummy variable model is not identified, since there is more than one potential explanation for the estimates of net inter-context differences.
Although it confounds effects of different contextual variables, the dummy variable method does offer the advantage of feasibility when using quantitative contextual variables is not possible because (1) data on the contextual variables are unavailable, (2) the appropriate contextual variables are unknown, or (3) there are too few contexts [6] . Implementing the dummy variable approach requires only the relevant individual-level data, and knowledge of the context in which the individual is a member. Therefore, the dummy variable approach can be a useful exploratory tool when limitations of data or theory prevent directly estimating independent effects for specific contextual variables.
An Empirical Example: Neighborhood Satisfaction
As an example of policy-relevant contextual analysis, Detroit data will be used to investigate the effect of neighborhood racial composition on the satisfaction of residents with their neighborhoods. Different population sub-groups having different preferences for the racial composition of their neighborhood will be identified and analyzed separately. Since the data are cross-sectional and non-experimental, the analysis cannot explore possible dynamic effects over time, such as changes in neighborhood racial preferences that might result from changes in neighborhood racial composition. Rather, the analysis statically treats existing preferences as given, and attempts to estimate the effect neighborhood racial composition has on neighborhood satisfaction, independent of the economic level of the neighborhood or the socio-demographic characteristics of the individual.
Data
The analysis uses a dataset of merged survey and census data from the Detroit metropolitan area. The University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research collected the survey data from a probability sample of 1194 respondents who were interviewed during October 1974 through February 1975 . Census data from the 1970 Census of Population and Housing were merged with these survey data. Thus, for each case (respondent) the dataset contains both survey data about the respondent, and census data about the respondent's census tract.
Dependent Variable
Five survey items were used to construct a neighborhood satisfaction scale. Four of the items required the respondents to rate their neighborhoods on seven-point scales according to different characteristics: (1) friendly people-unfriendly.people, (2) very good place to live-very poor place to live, (3) pleasant-unpleasant, and (4) good neighbors-bad neighbors [7] . The fifth item is a seven-point rating scale of the respondents' general satisfaction with their neighborhoods as places to live: "All things considered, how satisfied are you with this neighborhood as a place to live?" These five items were chosen on the basis of face validity as measures of respondents' general satisfaction with their neighborhoods and neighbors. Satisfaction items with more specific referents -e.g. neighborhood noise, trees, traffic, safety, vandalismwere not used, to avoid contaminating general feelings of neighborhood satisfaction with more specific satisfactions.
The product-moment correlations among the satisfaction items are all moderately high and positive, ranging from 0.46 to 0.73. No variable has markedly higher intercorrelations than the others. A principal components factor analysis yields a first factor which explains 67% of the total variance, whereas the second factor explains less than 14% of the total variance. All five variables have loadings on the first factor of about the same magnitude (0.77-0.87). In short, the correlation and factor analysis results support the interpretation on the basis of face validity that these items tap the same general dimension of neighborhood satisfaction. Because all five items load about the same on the underlying dimension, there is little need to differentially weight the items. A simple summated scale was therefore constructed. The estimated scale reliability (Cronbach's alpha) is 0.87, indicating that only about 13% of the scale variance results from random error. The summated scale was divided by five to return it to the original seven-point rating scale units of its components items.
Independent Variables
The model estimates the effect of racial composition on neighborhood satisfaction, taking into account the economic level of the neighborhood and the sociodemographic characteristics of the individual. Since blacks and whites compose all but a small fraction of the area's population, the percent of the census tract population that is black serves as the racial composition variable [8] . The median family income of the census tract was used to control for the independent effects of the economic level of the neighborhood. The individual-level socio-demographic variables are age, sex, and family income [9] .
Several variables were hypothesized to have possible interactive effects with the other variables in the model. First, the individuals' race may affect the impact of neighborhood racial composition, and possibly other independent variables, on neighborhood satisfaction, Also, the effect of neighborhood composition may depend on the individuals' preferences for the racial composition of their neighborhoods. Fortunately, preference data were obtained by the following interview questions:
(whites) Would you personally prefer to live in a neighborhood with all whites, mostly whites, mostly blacks, or a neighborhood that's mixed half and half?.
(blacks) Would you personally prefer to live in a neighborhood with all blacks, mostly blacks, mostly whites, or a neighborhood that's mixed half and half?.
Interaction of the individuals' race and racial preferences with the independent variables was allowed for by estimating the model separately for respondents in the different race and preference categories [10] . This approach obviates entering individual-level race or racial preference variables explicitly in the model. Possible effects of other variables were tested by entering those variables in the model, and estimating the model separately for black and white sub-samples. These variables included respondent education, median school years for people 25 and older in the census tract, housing unit vacancy rate in the census tract, percent single family houses in the census tract, percent occupied housing units sub-standard in the census tract, respondent homeowner versus renter, and respondent length of residence in present dwelling unit. Possible interactive effects of homeownership and length of residence were investigated by separately estimating equations for homeowners versus renters, and for old versus new residents. No evidence of strong effects was found for any of these variables. Coefficient estimates were small and not statistically significant. The coefficient estimate for the neighborhood racial composition variable, the variable of primary interest, changed little when these other variables were entere& .Therefore, these variables were not included in the model, for the sake of parsimony and to avoid problems of high multicollinearity with some of the other predictors.
Specification of the Functional Form
The percent of the neighborhood "that is black might be expected to non-monotonically affect neighborhood satisfaction of respondents preferring neighborhoods of mixed racial composition. To investigate possible non-monotonicity, the percent black variable was divided into a number of dummy variables corresponding to different ranges of percent black [11] . Using the dummy variables instead of the original variable, the model was estimated for the different race and racial preference categories [12] . The results showed little evidence of any non-monotonicity, even for respondents voicing a mixed racial preference.Therefore, the analysis assumes that any effects of the percent black, variable are monotonic for all race and racial preference categories. Although the dummy variable results showed monotonic effects of the percent black variable, the effects are not necessarily linear. That is, the marginal effect of a certain percentage change in the neighborhood black population may vary according to the initial percentage that is black. To explore such non-linearities, power function models were estimated: S = a + ",/BA. +/3'X where: S ----neighborhood satisfaction scale; B = percent black in census tract; X = vector of other independent variables; a, % h, 11 = parameters to be estimated. B is a coefficient vector corresponding to the X variables.
Allowing k to vary allows the marginal effect of the percent black variable to vary. If k = 1, then the marginal effect of a certain percentage change in the neighborhood black composition is constant, regardless of the initial percentage that is black. If k is 1, then there is a diminishing marginal effect as black composition increases, whereas for k > 1, a percentage change has an increasing effect. Ifa non-linear least squares program is conveniently available, the parameters of this type of model can be estimated directly; otherwise, an approximate least squares solution can be obtrained using ordinary least squares. For this research, an approximate solution was obtained by estimating equations for power transformations of B with k set at values between 0.1 and 2.0, in 0.1 increments, and choosing the solution that minimized the sum of squared deviations, i.e. maximized R 2.
The individual and contextual income variables were entered in the equations as logarithmic transformations. Base two logarithms were used, so that the coefficient estimates indicate the change in the neighborhood satisfaction scale resulting from a doubling of income. A logarithmic specification was chosen over a linear specification because of the expectation that income has a decreasing rather than a constant marginal effect -specifically, that approximately equal satisfaction changes will result from equal proportional changes in income. An empirical test of this expectation was made by estimating the model separately for logged and unlogged income variables, for each race and racial preference category. The logged versions resulted in higher predictive power.
Respondent sex was entered as a dummy variable, coded as zero for women and one for men. Age was broken into five categories, and entered as four dummy variables. The youngest age category, 18-29 years, is used as the reference. This dummy variable representation of age allows for possible non-linearity and nonmonotonicity due to cohort or life-cycle effects. Table 2 presents the coefficient estimates, with the estimated standard errors in parentheses [13] , for equations for each of the race and racial preference sub-groups. Four groups are omitted, because of the small number of respondents in each: whites, mostly blacks preference (0 cases); blacks, all blacks preference (11 cases); blacks, mostly blacks preference (15 cases); and blacks, mostly whites preference (14 cases). Since these omitted cases constitute only 3% of the sample, ignoring them for the remainder of the analysis will not greatly affect the conclusions. Table 2 does include results for whites and blacks who answered that racial composition makes no difference to them. Thus, the total sample was broken down into four white subsamples and two black sub-samples, each of which was analyzed separately.
Results
For only three of the groups did the estimation results show strong effects of neighborhood racial composition: (1) whites, all whites preference, (2) whites, mostly whites preference, and (3) blacks, mixed racial preference. estimation results for these three groups for the power function that was the best least squares fit. The best fit was obtained for ~ = 1.0, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively. The coefficient estimates for the racial composition variable for these three groups are highly statistically significant, with respective t statistics of -6.21, -2.46, and -3.43. In contrast, the results for the other three groups -(1) whites, mixed preference, (2) whites, no difference, and (3)blacks, no difference -show no strong effect of neighborhood racial composition. For these three sub-samples no power function transformation resulted in even a statistically significant (0.05 level) coefficient estimate for the racial composition variable. This is not due merely to a difference in sub-sample size, but also to the magnitude of the effects: if the coefficient estimates for the untransformed version of the percent black variable (X = 1.0) are compared, the estimates for the first three sub-samples are -0.055, 0.014, and -0.012, respectively, whereas for the second three sub-samples the estimates are -0.004, 4).003, and -0.003, respectively. Table 2 does present estimation results for the three groups for which there was no discernible effect on racial composition in order that effects of other variables can be compared across all six groups. The results presented are for the untransformed version of the percent black variable. The signs of the coefficient estimates for the racial composition variable are negative in all cases, suggesting a tendency for a higher percentage of blacks in the neighborhood population to lower neighborhood satisfaction [14] . For the three groups showing no statistically significant effect on racial composition, the tendency is negligible, but for the other three groups it is substant'ial. For example, in the case of white respondents with all whites preferences, a change in the neighborhood racial composition from all whites to 50% whites decreases neighborhood satisfaction an estimated 2.75 points on the seven-point neighborhood satisfaction rating scales [15] . Since the best least squares fit was obtained for a ?, of 1 for white respondents with all whites preferences, but for a ?t of < 1 for White respondents with mostly whites preferences and for black respondents with mixed racial preferences, the negative marginal effect of percent black in the neighborhood does not appear to decrease for whites with all whites preferences, but does for the other two groups:
The results for the contextual income variable indicate that greater neighborhood affluence increases neighborhood satisfaction. Doubling tract income levels raises expressed satisfaction about 0.4-1.0 unit on the seven-point rating scales. This is consistent with Little's (1976) finding that neighborhood income level has an important independent effect on preferences for housing. On the other hand, the effect of individual-level income appears much weaker. Similarly, respondent sex shows no large or statistically significant effects. The coefficient estimates for the respondent age dummies indicate a tendency for satisfaction to increase with age, consistent with past research [16] . Age appears to interact with race, as the effect of age is greater for blacks than whites.
Analysis
As noted above, the only sub-samples showing evidence of strong effects of neighborhood racial composition are whites, all whites and mostly whites preferences, and blacks, mixed racial preference. Thus, of the four white sub-samples examined, the two with the strongest preferences for white neighborhoods manifest the strongest negative effect on neighborhood satisfaction of percent black residents in the neighborhood. Also, as noted above, the effect for whites voicing an all whites preference appears stronger than for whites stating a mostly whites preference. The marginal effect of percent black apparently diminishes for the mostly whites preference group (A = 0.4), but not for the all whites preference group (A ---1.0). The results for whites therefore consistently reveal greater negative effects of percent black for whites having stronger preferences for white neighbors.
For blacks voicing a no difference racial preference, the results show no strong effect of percent black, just as for whites voicing a no difference racial preference. Blacks having a mixed racial preference do show a strong negative effect Of percent black, in contrast to whites having a mixed racial preference. The results therefore suggest that the mixed racial preference category for whites indicates close to indifference, whereas for blacks it indicates a preference for neighborhoods of greater white concentrations. In light of this interpretation, it is interesting that all but 9% of black respondents eschewed the all blacks or mostly blacks racial preference categories. Other Detroit surx;ey data (Farley et al., 1979, p. 104) , as well as national survey results (Pettigrew, 1973, p. 44) , have also found that most blacks prefer integrated rather than all black neighborhoods.
An important analytical question concerns how changes in racial integration would affect overall levels of neighborhood satisfaction. Considering all independent variables except percent black as constant, the model predicts satisfaction (SO for white respondents, all whites preference as $1 = ~1-0.055B1
( 1) where: cq ---some constant, not necessarily the same as for the complete equation; B~ ----percent neighborhood population black.
Similarly, for whites, mostly whites preference ($2), and for blacks, mixed preference ($3), the model predicts
S 3 -----ot3-0.923(B3) ~
Since the results (Table 2) show no statistically discernible effects for the other three groups, assume such effects are minimal and can be ignored. If we further assume the percent neighborhood population black is about the same for most people in each race and preference group, we can estimate the predicted overall mean satisfaction, ~, by merely taking a weighted average of S~, $2, and S 3, weighting each group's satisfaction by that group's relative frequency: (5) where: $4 = mean satisfaction for whites, mixed and no difference preferences, and blacks, no difference preference.
Since $4 was assumed constant with respect to neighborhood racial composition, we can cimplify eqn. (5) 
The analyst can use eqn. (6) to compare the predicted effect of different patterns of racial integration on the overall mean satisfaction of citizens with their neighborhood. Since the objective is to compare relative mean satisfaction for different patterns of integration, we can simplify eqn. (6) yet further by discarding the constant term:
S* will be used to compare relative mean neighborhood satisfaction predicted to result from three different patterns of integration.
(1) Complete Segregation. Under a pattern of complete segregation, the percent neighborhood population black for all whites is 0%, and for all blacks 100%: Comparing the results for the three integration patterns shows that complete integration lowers mean neighborhood satisfaction considerably compared to complete segregation, but that integration of only blacks and whites with no difference and mixed racial preferences slightly raises mean neighborhood satisfaction, compared to complete segregation. Predicted mean neighborhood satisfaction is over 0.5 seven-point rating scale unit less under complete integration compared to complete segregation, and 0.05 seven-point rating scale unit higher under the partially integrated pattern. Complete integration lowers overall mean satisfaction, compared to complete segregation, because the increased satisfaction for blacks with mixed racial preferences does not compensate for the decreased satisfaction for whites with all whites and mostly whites racial preferences. On the other hand, integration of blacks and whites with no difference and mixed racial preferences slightly increases overall mean satisfaction, compared to perfect segregation, by increasing satisfaction for blacks with mixed racial preferences without decreasing satisfaction for any other group.
The result that integration of blacks and whites with no difference and mixed racial preferences slightly raises mean neighborhood satisfaction, compared to complete segregation, is based on eqn. (7) . Equation (7) does not include terms for the three groups showing no statistically discernible effect of neighborhood racial composition. We can test the sensitivity of the findings for S* to the omission of these three groups using the coefficient estimates in Table 2 The conclusions about the relative effects of these three integration patterns remain unchanged.
Summary and Interpretation of the Results
The results of the analysis show two contrasting possible effects of racial integration on neighborhood satisfaction:
(1) Complete integration of all groups, including those strongly preferring to live in a racially homogeneous neighborhood, decreases overall mean neighborhood satisfaction.
(2) Integration among only those groups not strongly preferring to live in racially homogeneous neighborhoods does not decrease, and may even slightly increase, overall mean neighborhood satisfaction.
If not prevented by racial discrimination or other barriers, some type (2) integration may occur through personal location choices [17] . Thus, to the extent that the private housing market allows citizens to satisfy their preferences for the racial composition of their neighborhQod, overall mean satisfactionmay tend toward a maximum [18] . To the extent that barriers to individual choice have preserved a perfect segregation pattern, intervention through governmental policy can promote greater integration while maintaining and possibly slightly increasing overall satisfaction, providing that policy intervention results in integrating those groups preferring mixed neighborhoods or without strong preferences about the racial composition of their neighborhoods. However, if the effect of governmental Policy is to integrate those groups strongly preferring racially homogeneous neighborhoods, overall mean neighborhood satisfaction will decline.
Limitations of the Analysis
When presenting analytical results such as these, the policy analyst should carefully point out their limitations. The analysis statically assumes that the effect of neighborhood racial composition on neighborhood satisfaction does not change with experience living in integrated versus segregated settings. In predicting longterm effects, this static assumption may seriously mislead) Pettigrew (1973) , for example, concludes on the basis of survey data available for recent decades that racially integrated housing may itself erode opposition to housing integration. Therefore, any predictive ability of the analysis presented here may be limited to the short-term. Moreover, using overall mean neighborhood satisfaction as a criterion for comparison is an arbitrary, ad hoc procedure. Although computationally convenient, mean satisfaction is not theoretically defensible as a social welfare function [19] . Nonetheless, this analysis does provide information about possible effects of racial integration on neighborhood satisfaction for different types of individuals, as well as information on the relative magnitude of the estimated effects for different patterns of racial integration. By providing some empirically-derived information about one of the outcomes that policy-makers may want to consider, the policy analyst increases the informational basis for policy decisions.
Conclusion
Policy issues concerning social integration involve many complex issues not amenable to empirical analysis. However, when measurable individual-level outcome variables exist, empirical analysis can potentially contribute policy-relevant informatiion on (l) the consequences of policy proposals for the outcome variables, and (2) the relative beneficial versus harmful consequences of different policies. Policy analysts should summarize and interpret the analytical results in a manner understandable to policy-makers not trained in statistics, at the same time pointing out the limitations, assumptions~ and possible flaws in the analysis. In this way, empirical studies of the effect of social context on individual-level outcome variables can contribute useful information to policy-making.
than 75% black population and 72% live in areas with less than 90% black population. In contrast, of those blacks voicing a no difference preference, 20% live in areas with less than 75% black population, and 54% live in areas with less than 90% black population. 18. Urban economists have investigated the related question of under what conditions stable patterns of integrated housing are possible (e.g., Courant and Yinger, 1977; Yinger, 1976) . Yinger (1976) concludes that market competition without discrimination cannot generate stable integrated housing patterns. However, Yinger's analysis assumes that all whites prefer not to live in integrated neighborhoods. 19. The impossibility of constructing a social welfare function stems from the inability to make interpersonal comparisons in a theoretically sound way. Computing a mean satisfaction value aggregates the measured satisfactions of individuals, and therefore implicitly makes interpersonal comparisons.
